4 Wheel Active Steer (4WAS)
The 4WAS (4 Wheel Active Steer) system assists drivers by automatically controlling the steering angle of a
vehicle’s four wheels according to speed. By controlling the steering angle of all four wheels, this active steering system helps improve stability and response at high speed and helps reduce driver’s steering workload at
low speed.

Features of the 4WAS System

*Illustrations are conceptual diagrams

● Vehicles move smoothly and are easy to drive both in the city and on winding roads
● Added stability means vehicles can be driven safely on expressways and when changing lanes
● Quick and responsive control system will allow gentle steering operation

Low speed
(10 km/h to 40 km/h)
Turning in residential
and parking areas

Medium speed
(40 km/h to 80 km/h)
Driving in urban areas
and on major roads

High speed
(over 80 km/h)
Expressways, etc.

Turning is easier, as the
front wheels move with
less steering wheel motion.

Vehicle moves stably in
the desired direction and
turning is smooth, as the
front wheels move with
less steering wheel
motion, and the back
wheels turn in the same
direction.

As the speed of the vehicle increases, the turning
angle of the front wheels
decreases, and the back
wheels turn in the same
direction as the front,
enabling the vehicle to be
driven stably even when
changing lanes.
4WAS-equipped vehicle

Avoiding an obstacle during expressway driving

Vehicle without 4WAS
Target position

Target driving line
4WAS vehicle

Vehicle without 4WAS

The driver can follow the intended target line while maintaining vehicle stability.

Components of the 4WAS System
Steering angle
Front-wheel steering actuator
sensor
An actuator is placed along the intermediate steering
shaft, actively controlling the output shaft in response to
steering operations.

Front controller
Controlling front-wheel
steering actuator

Main controller
Controlling rear-wheel
steering actuator

Rear-wheel steering actuator
Attached to the suspension member to
steer the rear wheels.
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